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Abstract
Weformulate the problem of solving stochastic linear operator equations in a Bayesian
Ganssian process (GP) framework. The solution is obtained in the spirit of a collocation
method based on noisy evaluations of the target function at randomly drawn or deliberately chosen points. Prior knowledge about
the solution is encoded by the covariance kernel of the GP. As in GP regression, analytical expressions for the mean and variance of
the estimated target function are obtained,
from which the solution of the operator equation follows by a manipulation of the kernel. Linear initial and boundary value constraints can be enforced by embedding the
non-parametric model in a form that automatically satisfies the boundary conditions.
The method is illustrated
on a noisy linear
first-order ordinary differential equation with
initial condition and on a noisy second-order
partial differential equation with Dirichlet
boundary conditions.

1.

Introduction

Gaussian processes (GP) have become popular tools
for regression (MacKay, 1998) and--more recently-for classification (Williams & Barber, 1998) tasks. Interesting application include the prediction of wind
fields (Nabney et al., 1999) and--more in the spirit
of this work--inverse quantum theory (Lemm & Uhlig, 1999). GPs have been proposed as an alternative
to neural networks, in particular within the Bayesian
community,because of their beautiful simplicity, probabilistic interpretability, and analytical tractability-at least in the first stage of Bayesian inference (Gibbs,
1997). Inspired by recent work on solving differential
equations by neural networks (Lagaris et al., 1998;
van Milligen et al., 1995) on the one hand and by
Bayesian methods (Skilling, 1992) on the other,
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demonstrate in this paper that GPs are not limited to
regression and classification,
but can also be applied
to the more general problem of solving noisy linear
operator equations. This general problem had been
discussed earlier in the context of smoothing splines
by (Wahba, 1990).
The most widely used operator equations are integral
and differential
equations. Both types have an extremely wide scope of applications ranging from basic
science to engineering. Our method provides a means
to solving linear operator equations in stochastic settings where the given data axe assumed to be noisy
measurements. As an example of a noisy differential
equation consider the Poisson equation (cf. Subsection 4.2) for the electric potential given noisy measurements of the charge distribution. Another application
of derivative information in Gaussian processes has recently been presented in the context of dynamic systems (Solak et al., 2003). A typical application that
requires the inversion of a stochastic integral equation
is the deconvolution of a noisy image given the pointspread function of an optical instrument. In this work
we focus on noisy differential equations.
The Gaussian process approach we advocate provides
solutions in closed analytic form whosedegree of differentiability or integrability is determinedentirely by the
choice of covariance kernel, which may also be used to
incorporate prior knowledge into the model. The prior
knowledge could include information about expected
smoothness or periodicity of the solution. The noise
in the data is modelled explicitly and the procedure
leads to a distribution over solutions characterised by
mean and variance at any given point. Hence, problems of generalisation such as over-fitting, which may
result from the noise in the data, can be handled in a
principled way. The proposed method is general and
can be applied to ODEsand PDEs defined on orthogonal box boundaries.
Let us consider the solution of operator equations of
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the form, Vx E X
(l)
by an unknownfunction ¢ E .T from a specified class
of functions .P C yx given a function y : X --4 J) and
an operator .4 : 5v ~ Y. The existence of a unique
solution often requires to impose n initial or boundary
conditions on ¢ that are conveniently expressed by n
functional equations, Bi [~b] := ci, with functionals Bi :
¢" --+ IR and constructs c/ e ~ The quality of any given
solution ¢ (x) is determined by defining an integrable
loss function l : 32 x 3) -+ [0, 0o) and by evaluating the
residual integral
(2)
The problem can also be stated in a more general way
by defining a probability measure Px over A" and by
replacing the integral in (2) by an expectation.
consider the case whenthe deterministic flmction y (x)
is replaced by a random variable YIx=~ leading to
stochastic operator equations (Vapnik, 1998).
Possibly the most straight-forward method to soh, ing
operator equations like (1) is by meansof so-called collocation methods (Grogmann & Roos, 1994): Choose
a sample x :-- (xt ...,xm) of elements x E X and
class fi- of functions 6. Tile residual integral R[~] is
approximated by
m

&[~]:= _

(a)
i=1

and collocation methods aim at minimizing/~[¢] with
respect to the choice of the function ¢ E ~. In order
to make the optimisation tractable, ¢ is often taken
from a parameterised family of function approximatots, Cw: ,t" x 142 + 3). Since the resulting optimization problemis often ill-posed its solution usually
requires regularization for stability (Vapnik, 1998).
As an exmnple, tile above formulation includes regression at points x with X := 3 ) := R and l(y,fl)
:=
(y - 0)2 as a special case, where A is the identity operator, .4 = Z. Choosing A¢ := sign(C), that is,
nonlinear operator, leads to the case of binary classification when applied in conjunction with the zero-one
loss.
In this paper we focus on the case of linear operators £
(e.g., differential or integral operators), that is, operators that satisfy for all al,a2 rE N and all ~b1,¢2 E 9
that E (a1¢1 + a2¢2) at £¢1 + a. 2£~.2. InSection 2
we show how GPs can be used to approximately solve

linear operator equations with certain boundary conditions. In Section 3 we discuss linear differential operators and showhowto solve linear differential equations
given typical boundary conditions. In Section 4 we
illustrate the approach by solving a noisy first-order
linear ordinary differential equation (ODE)with initial condition (IC) and a noisy second-order partial
differential
equation (PDE) with Dirichlet boundary
conditions (BCs).

2. Inversion of Linear Operatorsby
Gaussian
2.1.

Processes

Probabilistic

Model

\\re assume that the measurements of tile right-hand
side of the operator equation (1) are contaminated
by Oaussim~noise, that is, we have observations distributed according to
Tix_~ ~ A[ (£=¢ (x),a~)

.

As a consequence in our model the conditional distribution of ra observations t := (tl,...,t,,)
at the
sample points ac is given by
Tix==,w=,,,, ~ ,N" (ExCw(x),a~Im) ,
where Cw is a function approximator parameterised by
w and

¢ := ¢~(~):= (¢w(z~),~w(x2),..., ¢,~r ¯
Weassume that ¢w (x) can be written as a linear combination of basis functions ~j : X -+ 3),
n

¢~ (x) := ~ ~¢j (~) =
j=l

We assume a Gaussian prior over weight vectors, W
.Af (0, In), such that the observations are distributed
according to
Tix==,w=w~ JV" (£~w, a~I,,,)
where with matrix

notation

(~ij

:=

¢j

(xi)

and

(£~)ij := [£~¢J (x)] .... . The posterior density over
Wis obtained by Bayes’ theorem,
fTIX:m,W=w
(t) fW (W)

rv~!x=~,-r=~
(w)Ew
[r~!×=~,w=~] (t)
’

leading to a Oaussian posterior over weight vectors,

W~x:,<r:,
~.v (. (c~,t, 4), ~. (c<t,4)),
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and the inverted operator kernel, k£ : X x X -+ J), by

kc(x,5:) := £~kL~(z,5:)
= ~¢~(x) £~¢~
(5:) =£~k(x,

......
z,ueSo,utioo
I
/
,,.-:.

i=1

¯ ~ o.

where k : X x 2¢ --~ J) is the covariance kernel chosen beforehand. By construction kL2 is positive semidefinite as well. If we define the matrix KL2 by
(KL2)ij := k£2 (xi, xj) we can write the predicted lefthand side ~ (x) = L~¢ (x) of the operator equation
from (6) in the form of the well-known kernel expansion,
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Figure 1. Noise-free (a~ = 0) first-order ODE(11) with
¢ (0) = 1 solved at ten points equally spacedin the interval
[0, 1] with a Gaussian kernel (10) of a = 0.3, and assumed
noise level crt -- a~ = 0. Shownis the analytical solution
¢ (x) and and the (coinciding) estimated solution ¢

EWlX==,T=t[L=¢w (x)]

=
a :----

m

xj)

(K£2 q- a~Im)-I

Defining (k£2)~ := k£2 (x, xi) the estimated variance
is given by

with expectation
+ at2 In)

:=

T
(z¢)

(~y2

t,

:=

[~xCW

(X)]

--kT2 (EL, +a~Im)-tkz~(7)

Using the relation £:~¢ (x) = # (x) and the fact
by construction £~k£ (x, 5:) = k£= (x, 5:) and we obtain
an estimator ¢ (x) for the solution ¢ of the stochastic
linear operator equation,

and covariance matrix
o’~) := (0"[ 2 (£:¢)T £, + In)-’

Using the Woodbury formula and the fact that the
expected squared loss is minimised by the posterior
expectation we obtain the prediction # (x) := L~¢ (x)
at point x,

(6)

(x) := EwLx=~,T=,
V:=Cw
(x)]

VarwIx=~,T=t

= k£= (x,x)

(4)
S (£¢,t,

(X)

m

(~) : ~ a~k~(~,
j:t

Wecan also calculate the variance from (7),
5~ (x) = k (x, x) T (U£~ + a~I m)-t kn.

where we define ¢~: (x) := £¢ (x) and eL := L(I).
variance estimate is given by
,~, (x) = Wr V:~¢ (x)} = W’rwIx=,.,’r=.

[~:~¢w

Examples of both ¢ (x) and 5~ (x) are shown in
ure 3 for a simple ODEwith initial condition.
2.3.

Initial

and Boundary Conditions

Wemust ensure that given BCs are satisfied by the solutions. Werestrict ourselves to linear ICs/BCs, that
is, we require for all a~,a2 ~ IR vand for all Ct,~b2 ~ 9
that
2.2.

Operators

and Covariance

Kernels

Let us define the covariance kernel acted upon by the
linear operator £ on both arguments, k£2 : A" x 2d --+
Y, by
n

kL~
(x, 5:):=)-] ~:~¢~
(x)~:~¢~
(5:)=£~:~k
(x,5:),
i=1

Bi [a1¢1 + a2¢2] ---- alBi [¢i] + a2B~[¢2] ,
Following (Lagaris et al., 1998) we choose candidate
solutions 0w : X --+ J) that are related to the function
approximator ¢w by
0~ (x) := b (x) + C~¢~(x)
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Figure 2. Scenario as in Figure 1. Shownis the given target function y (x) and the (coinciding) estimatcd target
function 0 (x), and samplepoints (xi, ti)
with a function b : X --+ 3) that satisfies the BCs/ICs,
Bi [b] = ci, and another linear operator Cz : J: -+ J:
such that /3i [CzCw] = 0. The corresponding unconstrained operator equation (1) becomes

~cxcw(z) = y(z)-Z~b(x),

Figure 3. Noisy (ay = 0.3) ODE(11) with IC ¢(0)
solved at ten points equally spaced in the interval [0,1]
with a Gaussian kernel (10) of a = 0.5 and assumednoise
level at = a~ = 0.3. Shownis the analytical solution ¢ (z)
and the estimated solution ¢ (x) 4- 5"¢ (x).

which is constructed so as to satisfy the ICs defined
above. For a first order linear ODEwith IC¢ (0) =
this corresponds to the candidate solution

and the effective kernel function is given by

kc~(x,"2):= £=C=£~C~k
(z, ~)
Howb and Ca are chosen will be discussed for specific
boundary conditions in Section 3.

3. Differential Equations and Boundary
Conditions
Wenow focus on the case of differential equations involving a linear differential operator ~P=. For the case
of ODEs we take X C IR and y C_ ~. The general
linear differential operator of order N > 0 then reads
dN

N-]

Let us discuss the case of PDEs, with Pc’ = [0,1] x
/0, 1] C R2 for illustration.
Typical boundary conditions (BCs) are of the Dirichlet type: ~ (0,x2)
Cm(x2), ~b (1, x2) = eu (x2), ¢ (xl, 0) = c~o (xt),
¢(xl,1) = c21 (Xl) with 0 : [0,1] -- + I~ Thecandidate solution is written as
Ow(x) := b(x) + xl (1 - xl)x2 (1 - x2) Cw(x)
where b (x) is given
b(x) := bl(X) + b2

di
with

i=0
od

with fi : X -~ 3) arbitrary functions and aT~ := 1.

bl (X) :---- (1 -- Xl) Ct0(X2)+ XlCll(:r2)

In order to obtain unique solutions we need additional
constraints in the form of ICs/BCs. Let us consider
an Nth order linear differential equation with n = N
initial conditions (ICs) ¢(i-l) (0) = c/ on the derivatives of ¢. Wecan write the candidate solution in the
form Ow(z) := b (z) + C~¢w(z)
N

ow(x) := ~x~-%,
+ x^’¢w(x)
i=1

(8)

and

b2(x):=
(1 - x2)(c2o(zl) - ((1 xl) e2o (0) +zle2o(1)))
+ z~(e~(x~)- ((i - z~)c~(0) +x~c2,
.
Note that von Neumann BCs could be treated
similar way.

in a
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According to (8) the candidate solution of this firstorder ODEis written as
~i
o
":

It_

d ~°
o

0w (x) := b (x) + C~¢w(x) = 1 + xCw

I ...... TrueTarget
.
l-- Estimated
Target
StdDev
/ ...... Estimated
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The complete operator

~
, "o
e.....

. - ¯

.@. +

. ~".....
.-.~

z:~=v~C~:= ~+f(x)
and the target function y (x) of the operator equation
becomes

"
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Figure 4. Scenario of Figure 3. Shownare the true target
function y (x), samplepoints (xl, tl), and estimated target
function ~ (x) 4- 5u (x).

y(x):=g(x)-V~l=g(x)-/(x)
Using the results in Appendix 6 and the shorthand
notation c~= := ~ and fx :-- f (x) we obtain for the
inverted operator kernel

= l+5:-fi-+~

h k(x,5:).

4. ExperimentalResults
Weillustrate our approach by solving two differential
equations with given ICs/BCs, whose analytical solutions for the noise-free case are known(Lagaris et al.,
1998). For our experiments we used the Gaussian covariance kernel (see Appendix 6 for derivatives)

Writing Ax :: xi -- xj and (9~ -- O~O~we obtain for

kc~(z, ~):
[x~ (O~ 4- f~Ox 4- fxO~ 4- fxh)

+ (xO~
+ ~o~+ Lx+ :~+ 1)
.

:=

(10)

Other, problem-specific choices are desirable in practice. In order to make the examples easy to reproduce
we provide some detailed results about the evaluation
of differential operators applied to kernels.
4.1. First-Order
Equation

Linear

Let us consider the first
gaffs et al., 1998)

Ordinary

Differential

ODEtoy problem from (La-

de (x____~)+ f (x) ¢ (x) = g (x)
dx

(11)

with

f(=):=
and

x+t:F-~
l+3x 2 3) ,

1 + 23x
g (x) := x3 + 2x 4- x214- x + 3.

The initial conditions are ¢ (0) = 1 and A’ = [0,1].
The analytic solution is

exp(-:/2)
¢(x)=
2.

(l+x+x3)+x

-.l-x~
"~-~4- fxf.~
4- fx--f~---~-Ax’
4-(1

-~- + ~f~+ xf~) ]

k~,(x, Sc)

We generated a sample of 10 equally spaced points in
[0, 1] from g (x) in a noise-free version and contaminated with Gaussian noise of vari&nce Cry -- 0.3. We
applied the method from Section 2 using the Gaussiaa
RBFkernel (10) with a --- 0.5 and an assumed noise
level at matching the a~tual noise used, i.e., ~t -- 0
and at = 0.3 respectively.
Figure I shows the true and the estimated solution for
the ODEproblem (11) without noise, resulting in
exact match. Figure 2 shows the corresponding estimated target function which essentially coincides with
the true target function. The accuracy is very high and
appears to correspond to that of the neural network
methods (Lagaris et al., 1998), who do not provide
exact figures. Their neural network, however, uses 30
free parameters (weights) as opposed to 10 expansion
coefficients for the Gaussian process approach.
Figure 4 shows the result of the estimation with noise
(ay -- 0.3) in the target values: Although slightly
off, the solution is rather robust w.r.t, the introduced
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Figure 5. Analytical solution ¢(x) of PDE(12)
Dirichlet BCs(13). The BCs can be seen as functions
the boundaryof the plot.

Figure 6. Noisy (cr~ = 0.01) PDE(12) with Dirichlet
solved at 100 points equally spaced in [0, 1] × [0, 1] with
a Gaussian kernel (10) and a --- 0.2, assumednoise level
at = a~ = 0.01. Shownis the deviation ~b (x) - ¢ (x).

noise. No comparison was made with the neural network methods (Lagaris et al., 1998) because they
not provide a way to deal with noise in the right-hand
side of the differential equation.

with

4.2. Second-Order
Equation

as can be shown using the identity

Linear Partial

Differential

Let us consider the following Poisson equation (Lagaris
et al., 1998, Problem 1),

v~¢(x)= exp(-x,)(xl - 2 + x~ + 6x2), (12)
g(x)

b(x)
~72x

-1
= (1 -xl)6x2

+xl6x2e

+ (l - z~)(zl - 2) -=’+z~(zl- 1)-~’ ,
V2Ig-

]v2g+gV ~] + 2V].Vg.

Applying the rules of differential
for the inverted operator kernel

calculus we obtain

k~ (x, ~) D~C~,k (x , ~)

with Dirichlet BCs (see boundaries of Figure 5)

¢(0,x2) = x~=: c,0 (~2),
¢(1,=~)= (l+=~)exp(-1)
=:~,,(x~),
¢(zl,0)

=

=lexp(-zl)=:c2o(=l),

where
wede,he~qo:= h~,h,~, 9, := h’, h~=,#~:=

¢(x1,1)

=

(xl+l)exp(-xi)=:c21(xl),(13)

h~,h~=, and H3 := -2(h~, +h~,2)+h~,h~= and hz :=
x(1-x) and h~ := 1-2x. For the double operator
kernel k~:~ (x, ,~) we obtain

and 2c’ = [0, 1] x [0, 1]. Theanalytic solution is
¢ (x) = exp (-Xl) (Xl + x23)
Poisson equations describe the spatial variation of a
potential function for given source terms and have important applications in electrostatics and fluid dynamics. The candidate solution is given by (9) with functions c0 as defined above. The complete operator £x
acting upon ¢~, is

" 2 2
kc~ (x,~) = otHtoV~V~+

2
+ 2/7/o (UlOz, + U2Oz=):7

+ 4_r/,([I,0=,0~,
+ YI20~,O~,)

£.x = D×Cx:= V2xX[(1 - xl) x2 (1 - z2)
and the target function of the operator equation is

v (×):-- 9 (x) - v~b(x),

"t-H3

(/~0:2

+ 2 (/~10,1

"4-

/f205:,)

+I/3 (n0v2x + 2(HlO=, + H20=2)) ] k (x,~)

24O
Both expressions can be further evaluated given the
results of Appendix 6 for a Gaussian covariance kernel,
or for any other component-wise twice differentiable
kernel.
o.o

We generated a noisy sample (ay = 0.01) from the
right-hand side g (x) of the PDE(12) with Dirichlet
BCs at 100 points equally spaced in [0,1] x [0,1]. We
solved the problem using a Gaassian kernel (10) and
a = 0.2 and an assumed noise level at = a~ = 0.01.
Figure 5 shows the analytical
solution to the PDE
problem (12) and Figure 6 shows the deviation of the
estimated solution. Clearly, the strong boundary conditions enforce equality at the boundary, and the deviation is stronger at the centre of [0, 1] × [0,1]. Figure 7
shows the given target function y (x) and Figure 8 the
deviation of the estimated target function, which-in contrast to the estimated solution t--is uniformly
noisy over [0,1] x [0, 1].
Again, the results cannot be compared directly to
other methods, because neither the neural network
methods (Lagaris et al., 1998) nor standard methods like finite-elements provide a straight-forward way
of dealing with noise. It could be argued that
the squared-loss
used corresponds to a maximumlikelihood method under a Gaussian noise assumption,
but the neural network is really only used as a function
approximator without any statistical
interpretation.
For the noise-less case, the neural network method is
reported to give comparable results to the finite elements methods on the training data and much better
results on the test data. In comparison, the deviations of the GP method on the noisy PDE example
with at = 0.01 are of the order of 0.02 as can be seen
from Figure 6. This represents a respectable degree of
stability and generalisation considering the ill-posed
nature of operator inversion tasks that tend to make
the solution critically dependent on fluctuation on the
right-hand side of the equation.
5.

Conclusion

and

Outlook

We proposed to use GPs to solve noisy differential
equations with orthogonal box boundaries in particular. Our approach is related to collocation methods in
that the operator inversion is reduced to an optimisation problem on a grid. However, our approach is probabilistic and allows for incorporating prior knowledge
about the nature of the solution into the covariaace
kernel. Also, the noise in the data is taken into account explicitly and contributes to a distribution over
solutions characterised by expectation and variance.
The solution obtained is as differentiable as the co-

I

Figure 7. PDE(12) as in Figure 5. Shownis the target
function y (x).
variance kernel used and is given as a linear expansion
of the covariance kernel evaluated between grid points
and test points. The computational costs of the algorithm are O(m3) for the inversion of the matrix in
(4). While these costs may exceed those of training
a neural network, they can be reduced to O(m2) or
in the case of approximate inversion to O (m log m)
by working on a grid with a covariance kernel of finite
support (Storkey, 1999).
The close relationship
between GPs and other kernel methods suggests the development of related algorithms, e.g., by replacing the squared loss by the
e-insensitive
loss (Smola & SchSlkopf, 1998). Also
the whole machinery of Bayesian inference (e.g., evidence maximisation) can be applied to operator inversion based on this work. Future work may aim at
the treatment of more complex boundaries (Lagaris
et al., 2000), on approximate GP models for the inversion of non-linear operators (similar to GPclassification (Williams & Barber, 1998)), or the application
of GP techniques to operator eigenvalue problems, e.g.,
in the context of quantum mechanics (Lagaris et al.,
1997).
6.

Appendix:
Covariance

Derivatives
Kernel

of

Gaussian

We define A := x - :~ and A2 := IIAII2for
notation.
V~k~ (x,~)
~TxV~ k¢

= -Vxk~ (x,~)
02

shorter

= ~k~ (x,~)
Id T
- AA
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Neural network methods for boundary value problems
with irregular boundaries. IEEETt’ansactions on Neural
Networks, 11.
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Figure 8. Noisy PDE(12) ,as ill Figure 6. Shownis tile
deviation g (x) -/2~ (~c) of estimated from given target
function.
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2. (x,3)
V×k~

VxV~k.
(×,~)

= -V~Vxk~
~

-
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Gaussian process nmdels of dynamicsystems. Advances
in Neural Information Processing Systems 15. Cambridge, .,’viA: MITPress.
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a4
VxV~k~
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